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Authorship in scientific publications
Analysis and recommendations
Motivation

- **Authorship disputes:**
  - **most frequent** problem referred to the Scientific Integrity Ombudsman of the Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences.
  - frequently arise as a result of false expectations, unclear arrangements or poor communication

- Increasing number of authors, institutions, universities, countries

- Cultural shift in favour of junior scientists during recent decades

- Existing guidelines often fail to appropriately address important questions according to the Ombudsman
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Abstract

BACKGROUND/AIMS: Prolactinomas are the most common tumors of the pituitary gland. Only few studies have documented gender-related differences in the growth and presentation of these tumors, but nothing is known about their effects on their subsequent surgical outcome and prognosis.

PATIENTS & METHODS: Twenty-six patients with prolactinomas, that met strict immunohistochemical and electron microscopic criteria and were surgically treated between January 1990 and June 1997, were retrospectively reviewed. The patient charts, as well as histological (mitotic index) immunohistochemical (MIB-1 labeling-index) and electronic microscopical staining were analyzed.

RESULTS: Nineteen patients were women, and seven were men; the female-to-male ratio was 2.7:1. Men were significantly older; both at diagnosis and surgery. Menstrual abnormalities were the most common presenting symptom in women, whereas impotence predominated in men. Psychological symptoms were significantly more common in men than in women. Men had a significantly shorter preoperative duration of symptoms and higher preoperative serum prolactin levels than women. The preoperative prolactin levels and proliferative activities (mitotic index, MIB-1 labeling index) were lower in women compared to men and showed a direct correlation to postoperative outcome. The overall outcome was significantly better in women than in men. In women, age less than 35 years was a beneficial prognostic factor, and preoperative bromocriptine treatment was associated with a significantly worse long-term outcome.

CONCLUSION: The biology and the clinical course of prolactinomas seem to differ in women and men. In men, the preoperative durations of symptoms is shorter, the tumors are larger and more invasive at surgery, and the outcome is worse than in women. Based on proliferative activities (mitotic index, MIB-1 labeling index), the predominance of macroadenomas in men is due to a high frequency of rapidly growing tumors, which are often invasive and frequently correlated with a worse outcome. Our findings may justify a more aggressive therapeutic approach to prolactinomas in men than in women.
Copyright and author’s rights

\[ \text{copyright} \neq \text{authors’ rights and obligations} \]

- anonymous works and the use of pseudonyms permissible
- anonymous works and pseudonyms not compatible with scientific integrity in scientific publications

Author’s responsibility does not mean liability in the legal sense, but scientific responsibility.

Copyright law regulates the rights of authors over their work.
Professional editors / medical writers / ghostwriters

• **medical writers** must be **listed as authors** if they prepared scientific texts or graphics (put research findings into a form suitable for publication)

• **medical writers** should be mentioned in the Acknowledgements if they are only responsible for purely linguistic and editorial improvements

• **ghostwriting**
  = writing on another person’s behalf (e.g. for a fee) not being named as author is **not compatible** with the principles of scientific integrity

• any ties existing between **industry** and academic research of medical writers must be disclosed

• **honorary authorship** (gift authorship / guest authorship) does not comply with standards of scientific integrity *)

*) Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences in 2002: “A managerial position within the research institution does not in itself entitle anyone to appear as an author, any more than the provision of financial and organizational support for a project.”
Requirements for authorship

An author is someone who, through his / her own scientific work, has made a substantial contribution to a publication. Authorship is justified by work, not position.

Anyone who, through his / her own scientific work, has made a substantial contribution to the planning, execution, evaluation or supervision of research, and to writing the manuscript, qualifies for authorship.

Activities such as measuring objects or collecting literature are not deemed to be scientific if they are performed on the instructions of a third party without an appreciation of the underlying scientific question or the need to exercise personal judgement.

Activities which are not of a scientific character include providing financial and organizational support for a project or simply supplying materials (e. g. biological materials) or equipment.

(BUT: If what is supplied has been processed (e.g. materials which have undergone fixation or extraction, transgenic animals generated by the supplier, or patient data processed or documented to meet specific research requirements), or if equipment has been specially developed or adapted, the provision of such resources may merit authorship.)
Requirements for authorship: “substantial contribution”

Measuring objects or collecting literature are not deemed to be scientific if they are performed on the instructions of a third party without an appreciation of the underlying scientific question or the need to exercise personal judgement.

However, if these activities involve analysis, evaluation or interpretation, or if they require special skills, they constitute scientific work and may justify authorship.  

*for example:*
- summarizing court rulings from a particular perspective
- carrying out archive historical search (applying interpretative skills)
- services of a laboratory technician with advanced methodological expertise

Laborious efforts directed towards a specific goal are also regarded as substantial, but accorded less weight than scientific insight, even if this comes from participants who have invested less time in a project.

Substantial contributions can thus be made by people who contribute little work, but whose experience, knowledge, originality or creativity promotes scientific discovery.
Order of listing

- alphabetical order
- “percent-contribution-indicated” (PCI)
- “sequence determines credit” (SDC): first author is accorded the greatest weight
- “first-last-author-emphasis” (FLAE) norm (+ corresponding author)

Among Swiss authorities ("Regulatoren", “régulateurs“), there is a broad consensus that authors are to be listed in order of the importance of their contributions, subject to special provisions concerning the role of the first and the last author.

However, in humanities & social science, no special role is usually attributed to the last author. Hence, the person listed last has made the least contribution.

The concept of contributorship is explicitly recommended: The contributions of all the authors involved are specified or described.
Order of listing

First author
• project leader with primary responsibility  OR
• has invested the most time in the project (project leader → last author)
  (typically doctoral or postdoctoral researcher)

In recent years, practice of listing of two (or more) first (and last) authors

Last author  (FLAE norm)
• scientific seniority
• bearing primary responsibility

Corresponding author
• purely administrative  OR
• associated with ↑seniority, when two (or more) senior figures are involved

Acknowledgements
• recognize contributions which do not merit authorship
• (to specify contributions)
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Procedure for determining authorship and sequence of listing

Who is to be designated as author, and the order of listing, should be discussed – with all parties being consulted – **as early as possible**

The **project leader** has the task of determining the list of authors and bears the primary responsibility for authorship decisions (also for amendments which may become necessary as the research project evolves!)

**Important:** - transparent procedure
- communicate to all persons involved
- decisions recorded in writing
Publications associated with doctoral research – e. g. individual chapters of a thesis published in a journal – are always to appear with the name of the **doctoral researcher** in **first-author position**, with the programme leader possibly being added as second author.

(Problem of an extended publication based on a doctoral thesis)
Promotionsordnung der Tierärztlichen Hochschule Hannover
für die Erteilung des Grades eines
Doctor medicinae veterinariae

Keine amtliche Bekanntmachung!
Gesamtfassung auf der Basis der Verkündungsblätter
der Stiftung Tierärztliche Hochschule Hannover

§ 5 Betreuung

1) Die Anfertigung der Dissertation ist von mindestens einer Hochschullehrerin oder einem
Hochschullehrer oder einem habilitierten Mitglied des Lehrkörpers der Tierärztlichen
Hochschule Hannover wissenschaftlich zu betreuen (Betreuerin oder Betreuer).

.....

der externen Betreuerin oder dem Betreuer einen Lebenslauf. Externe Dissertationen
sind nur zulässig, wenn sie im Rahmen einer kooperativen Zusammenarbeit zwischen
einer Hochschuleinrichtung und der externen Einrichtung entstehen. In diesem Fall muss
die gemeinsame Betreuung bei der Abgabe des Promotionsgesuches z.B. durch ein
Publikationsmanuskript (mindestens zur Publikation eingereicht) dokumentiert werden, in
dem die Betreuerin oder der Betreuer der Hochschule als Autorin bzw. Autor oder Koau-
torin bzw. Koautor genannt wird.
Joint responsibility of all *versus* one author with overall responsibility

**Joint responsibility:**

- All authors are jointly responsible for the publication as a whole.

- In cases of misconduct, responsibility is not to be borne by those who had no opportunity to (realize /recognize and thus) prevent the error.

- If an author withdraws because he refuses to share responsibility for the publication, the work can only be published if the remaining authors are prepared to assume responsibility for the departing author’s contribution.

**Author with overall responsibility** (first, last or corresponding author):

- This author serves as the guarantor for the content of the entire publication.

- Appropriate for projects involving a number of specialists who make contributions of different kinds to the project (e.g. in laboratory-based scientific projects)